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Abstract
We consider the polarization of LqL baryons produced in polarized Deep Inelastic Scattering at leading order, with
various spin configurations: longitudinally polarized leptons and unpolarized nucleon; unpolarized leptons and longitudinally
or transversely polarized nucleons; longitudinally polarized leptons and nucleons. We show how the different results in the
different cases are related to different aspects of the elementary dynamics and to the spin properties of the distribution and
fragmentation functions and show how a combined analysis might give useful information. We give numerical results
according to several sets of polarized fragmentation functions recently proposed. q 2000 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
L baryons produced in high energy interactions
and resulting from quark fragmentation allow a
unique test of spin transfer from partons to hadrons:
the L polarization is easily measurable by looking at
Žthe angular distribution of the L™pp decay in the
.L helicity rest frame and the fragmenting parton
polarization is determined by the elementary Stan-
dard Model interactions, provided one knows the
initial parton spin state. In this respect L’s produced
in lepton induced processes are particularly interest-
ing and indeed several papers on this subject have
recently been published or submitted to e-Print
w xarchives 1–9 .
We perform here a detailed analysis of the polar-
ization of L’s produced in polarized DIS; a general
discussion of the helicity density matrix of hadrons
produced in polarized lepton-nucleon interactions, at
w x w xleading order, can be found in Refs. 10 and 1 . It
can be written as:
ds l , sqN ,S™ lqhqX
Ž s ,S .Xr hŽ .l ,lh h dx dy dz
1
l , s qr N ,SXs r r f xŽ .Ý l ,l l ,l qr Nl l q q
X 16p xsq ;l ,l ,ll q q
= ˆ q ˆ q ) X X Xl q ,l
X
qM M D z , 1Ž . Ž .l ,l ;l ,l l ,l ;l ,l l ,ll q l q l q l q h h
where x and y are the usual DIS variables, xs
Q2r2 p P q, y s Q2rxs and, neglecting hadron
masses, zsp PprpPq, where p, q and p are,h h
respectively, the nucleon, virtual photon and final
hadron four-momenta. r l , s is the helicity density
Ž .matrix of the initial lepton with spin s, f x isqr N
the number density of unpolarized quarks q with
0370-2693r00r$ - see front matter q 2000 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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momentum fraction x inside an unpolarized nucleon
and r qr N,S is the helicity density matrix of quark q
inside the polarized nucleon N with spin S. The
ˆ qM ’s are the helicity amplitudes for the ele-l ,l ;l ,ll q l q
mentary process l q™ l q. The final lepton spin is
not observed and helicity conservation of perturba-
tive QCD and QED has already been taken into
account in the above equation: as a consequence
only the diagonal elements of r l , s contribute to
Ž .r h and nondiagonal elements, present in case of
transversely polarized leptons, do not contribute.
l q ,l
X
qX Ž .D z is a generalized fragmentation functionl ,lh h
w x10 related to the usual unpolarized fragmentation
Ž .function D z , i.e. the density number of hadronsh r q
h resulting from the fragmentation of an unpolarized
quark q and carrying a fraction z of its momentum,
by
1
l ,lq qD z s D zŽ . Ž .Ýh r q l ,lh h2
l ,lq h
1
s D z , 2Ž . Ž .Ý h r ql lh q2
l ,lq h
l q ,l qŽ . Ž .where D z 'D z is a polarized frag-l ,l h r qh h l lh q
mentation function, i.e. the density number of hadrons
h with helicity l resulting from the fragmentationh
of a quark q with helicity l . Angular momentumq
conservation and collinear configurations imply for
w xthe generalized fragmentation functions 10 :
Dl q ,l
X
qX s0 when l ylX /l ylX . 3Ž .l ,l q q h hh h
ˆ qThe elementary amplitudes M are normalized so
that the elementary unpolarized cross-section, l q™
l q, is:
ds q ds 1 1ˆ ˆ 22 qˆ< <'e s MÝq l ,l ;l ,ll q l qdy dy 16p xs 4
l ,ll q
222pa 1q 1yyŽ .
2se . 4Ž .q 2 yQ
Notice that there are only two independent helic-
ity amplitudes:
1
q qˆ ˆ ˆM sM 'e M se 8pa ,qq;qq yy;yy q qq;qq q y
1
q qˆ ˆ ˆM sM 'e M se 8pa y1qy;qy yq;yq q qy;qy q y
5Ž .
so that
q qq qyds 1 ds dsˆ ˆ ˆq q
s q 6Ž .
dy 2 dy dy
with
dsqq dsqq e2ˆ ˆq q 22 ˆ< <'e s Mq qq;qqdy dy 16p xs
4pa 2 1
2se 7Ž .q 2 yQ
and
dsqy dsqy e2ˆ ˆq q 22 ˆ< <'e s Mq qy;qydy dy 16p xs
224pa 1yyŽ .
2se . 8Ž .q 2 yQ
Finally, the cross-section appearing in the l.h.s. of
Ž .Eq. 1 , which gives the correct normalization to
Ž . Ž .r h , Trrs1, can be written, using Eq. 3 , as
ds l , sqN ,S™ lqhqX
dx dy dz
1
l , s qr N ,Ss r r f xŽ .Ý l ,l l ,l qr Nl l q q16p xsq ;l ,ll q
= ˆ q 2< <M y D z . 9Ž . Ž . Ž .l ,l ;l ,l h r ql q l q
Ž . Ž .Eqs. 1 – 9 hold within QCD factorization theo-
rem at leading twist and leading order in the cou-
pling constants; the intrinsic k of the partons haveH
been integrated over and collinear configurations
dominate both the distribution and the fragmentation
functions. For simplicity of notations we have not
indicated the Q2 scale dependences in f and D.
We shall use such equations for spin 1r2 L
baryons produced starting from several particular
initial spin configurations; we will discuss how the
measurable components of the L polarization vector
depend on different combinations of distribution
functions, elementary dynamics and fragmentation
functions: each of these terms predominantly de-
pends on a single variable, respectively x, y and z,
and a careful analysis of different situations can
yield precious information. Although L production
in polarized DIS has been recently discussed in
several papers, most of them only consider some
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initial spin configurations and specific models for
fragmentation functions. Our analysis is more com-
prehensive and somewhat more general, emphasizing
the physical meaning of possible measurements, and
allowing also to obtain some general relationships
between different polarization values.
2. Polarization vector of spin 1r2 baryons
We fix our spin notations in the lyp center of
mass frame: the lepton moves with four-momentum
l along the z-axis and the proton moves with four-
momentum p in the opposite direction; we choose
xz as the lepton-hadron production plane, with the
Žy-axis parallel to l=p . We denote by S the longi-h L
.tudinal nucleon spin oriented along the z-axis, by SS
Ž .the sideway spin oriented along the x-axis and by
Ž .S the normal spin oriented along the y-axis. No-N
tice that qS corresponds to a y helicity proton andL
yS to a q helicity one; we will only considerL
longitudinally polarized leptons with spins "sL
which correspond respectively to " helicities.
Ž . Ž .From Eqs. 1 – 9 one obtains the explicit expres-
sion for the components of the helicity density ma-
trix of a spin 1r2 baryon. These are related to the
three components of the baryon polarization vector,
Ž .as measured in its helicity rest frame by P B si
wŽ i Ž .x Ž .Tr s r B isx, y, z ; details can be found in Ref.
w x Ž . w Ž .x Ž10 . We denote by s,S or h, H the lepton,
. w xnucleon spins or helicities , 0 stands for unpolar-
ized particle; one finds, for a spin 1r2 hadron B:
P Ž0,ySL. B ; x , y , z sP Ž0,q. B ; x , y , zŽ . Ž .z z
Dq ds q DDˆÝ Br q
q
s qq ds DˆÝ Br q
q
e2 Dq x DD zŽ . Ž .Ý q Br q
q
s ,2e q x D zŽ . Ž .Ý q Br q
q
10Ž .
P Ž sL ,0. B ; x , y , zŽ .z
sP Žq,0. B ; x , y , zŽ .z
qq qy1r2 q ds yds DDŽ . ˆ ˆÝ q q Br q
q
s qq ds DˆÝ Br q
q
e2 q x DD zŽ . Ž .Ý q Br q
q ˆs A y , 11Ž . Ž .L L2e q x D zŽ . Ž .Ý q Br q
q
P Ž0,SN . B ; x , y , zŽ .y
syP Ž0,SS . B ; x , y , zŽ .x
≠™≠ ≠™xD q ds yds D Dˆ ˆÝ T q q T Br q
q
s qq ds DˆÝ Br q
q
e2 D q x D D zŽ . Ž .Ý q T T Br q
q ˆs D y , 12Ž . Ž .NN2e q x D zŽ . Ž .Ý q Br q
q
P Ž sL ,ySL. B ; x , y , zŽ .z
sP Žq,q. B ; x , y , zŽ .z
qq qyq ds yq ds DDˆ ˆÝ q q y q Br q
q
s qq qyq ds qq ds Dˆ ˆÝ q q y q Br q
q
2 ˆe q x A y qDq x DD zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý q L L Br q
q
s ,
2 ˆe q x qA y Dq x D zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý q L L Br q
q
13Ž .
P Ž sL ,qSL. B ; x , y , zŽ .z
sP Žq,y. B ; x , y , zŽ .z
qq qyq ds yq ds DDˆ ˆÝ y q q q Br q
q
s qq qyq ds qq ds Dˆ ˆÝ y q q q Br q
q
2 ˆe q x A y yDq x DD zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý q L L Br q
q
s ,
2 ˆe q x yA y Dq x D zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý q L L Br q
q
14Ž .
where ds stands for ds rdy.ˆ ˆq q
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Some comments are in order.
w xØ The above results are known 1,2,11 ; we have
rederived and grouped them here for convenience
and further discussion. Notice that all other spin
configurations – at leading order – either give the
same results or no polarization. We remind that
q s f is the number density of quarks withl q r pl q
Ž .helicity l inside a q helicity proton, q x s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q x q q x and Dq x s q x y q x .q y q y
Similarly DD sD yD ; D q andBr q B r q B r q Tq q y q
D D are respectively the analogue of Dq andT Br q
DD for transverse spins.Br q
Ø The longitudinal B polarization induced by a
Ž .longitudinal nucleon polarization, Eq. 10 , does
not depend on the elementary dynamics, but only
on the quark spin distribution and fragmentation
properties. Neglecting the QCD Q2-evolution,
P Ž0,ySL. does not depend on the DIS variable y,z
but only on x and z.
Ø The longitudinal B polarization resulting from
the scattering of longitudinally polarized leptons
off unpolarized nucleons depends on the unpolar-
ized distribution functions, the polarized fragmen-
tation functions and the elementary dynamics,
through the double spin asymmetry for the l q™
w Ž . Ž .xl q process see Eqs. 6 – 8 :
dsqq ydsqy dsqq ydsqyˆ ˆ ˆ ˆq q q q
Â y s sŽ .L L qq qy qds qds 2 dsˆ ˆ ˆq q
y 2yyŽ .
s . 15Ž .21q 1yyŽ .
ˆ Ž .Notice that A grows with y from 0 at ys0L L
Ž . Ž sL ,0.to 1 at ys1 , so that P is an increasingz
function of y, starting from 0 at ys0.
Ø The transverse B polarization induced by a trans-
Ž .verse nucleon polarization, Eq. 12 , depends on
the quark transverse spin distribution and frag-
mentation properties and on the elementary dy-
namics, through the double transverse spin asym-
metry for the l q™ l q process:
ds l q
≠™ l q≠yds l q
≠™ l qxˆ ˆ
D̂ y sŽ .NN ≠ ≠ ≠ xl q ™ l q l q ™ l qds qdsˆ ˆ
ds l q
≠™ l q≠yds l q
≠™ l qxˆ ˆ
s qdŝ
2 1yyŽ .
s , 16Ž .21q 1yyŽ .
where ≠sS and xsyS .N N
ˆ ˆContrary to A , D decreases with y, withL L NN
ˆ ˆD s1 at ys0 and D s0 at ys1; thus,NN NN
P Ž0,SN . is a decreasing function of y, reaching 0y
at ys1. An experimental confirmation of the
opposite y-dependences of P Ž sL ,0. and P Ž0,SN .z y
would supply a new, subtle and important test of
ˆŽ .the factorization scheme of Eq. 1 . D is theNN
transverse polarization of the final quark gener-
Ž .ated by an initial transversely polarized ≠ quark
in the l q™ l q process, and it is usually referred
to as the depolarization factor.
Ø When both the lepton and the nucleon are longi-
tudinally polarized the B resulting polarization
depends on yet a different combination of polar-
ized quark distribution functions, fragmentation
functions and elementary dynamics. It is then
Ž .clear why a combined study of P B in different
cases could yield unique information.
Ø Finally, we notice that, in general, P Ž s,S .si
yP Žys,yS ..i
3. Polarization vector of L baryons
We now consider the particular case of L baryons
and discuss possible ways of extracting information
Ž .from combined measurements of P L ; as we saidi
the L polarization vector can be measured by look-
ing at the proton angular distribution as resulting
from L™p p decay in the L helicity rest frame,
that is the frame obtained by rotating the lyp c.m.
frame around the y-axis so that the new z -axis ish
parallel to the L direction, and then boosting along
z with the same speed as the L:h
1
W u ,f s 1qa P cosuŽ . Žp p z p4p
qP sinu cosf qP sinu sinf .x p p y p p
1
w xs 1qa PPp , 17Ž .ˆ
4p
where as0.642"0.013.
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w xWe follow Ref. 3 and assume for the unpolar-
ized fragmentation functions:
D sD sD sD sDLr u L r d L r s L r u L r d
sD 'D , 18Ž .Lr s L r q
0 0where L means L qL .
The heavy quark and gluon unpolarized fragmen-
w xtation functions play a negligible role for zR0.3 3
and we neglect them here: we have actually checked
that our results, when comparable, are almost indis-
w xtinguishable from those of Ref. 3 where also heavy
quark and gluon contributions to the unpolarized
cross-sections are taken into account.
w xSimilarly, we follow Ref. 3 for the polarized
fragmentation functions:
DD z ,Q2 sDD z ,Q2Ž . Ž .Lr u 0 L r d 0
sN DD z ,Q2 . 19Ž .Ž .u L r s 0
Ž .Eqs. 19 holds also for light antiquarks and it re-
mains valid through QCD Q2-evolution; heavy quark
contributions are neglected.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Using Eqs. 18 and 19 into Eqs. 10 , 11 , 13
Ž .and 14 gives:
DQX x DD zŽ . Ž .Lr sŽ0 ,q.P L; x , y , z s , 20Ž . Ž .z Q x D zŽ . Ž .Lr q
QX x DD zŽ . Ž .Lr sŽq,0. ˆP L; x , y , z s A y ,Ž . Ž .z L LQ x D zŽ . Ž .Lr q
21Ž .
X ˆ XQ x A y qDQ xŽ . Ž . Ž .L LŽq,q.P L; x , y , z sŽ .z ˆQ x qDQ x A yŽ . Ž . Ž .L L
=
DD zŽ .Lr s
, 22Ž .
D zŽ .Lr q
X ˆ XQ x A y yDQ xŽ . Ž . Ž .L LŽq,y.P L; x , y , z sŽ .z ˆQ x yDQ x A yŽ . Ž . Ž .L L
=
DD zŽ .Lr s
, 23Ž .
D zŽ .Lr q
where
Q'4 uqu q dqd q sqs , 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
DQ'4 DuqDu q DdqDd q DsqDs ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
25Ž .
XQ ' 4 uqu q dqd N q sqs , 26Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .u
X
DQ ' 4 DuqDu q DdqDd NŽ . Ž . u
q DsqDs . 27Ž . Ž .
Ž .If one assumes the same relation 19 to hold also
for transversely polarized quark fragmentation func-
Ž .tions, then Eq. 12 yields:
D QX x D D zŽ . Ž .T T L r sŽ0 ,S .NP L; x , y , z sŽ .y Q x D zŽ . Ž .Lr q
=D̂ y 28Ž . Ž .NN
with
X
D Q ' 4 D uqD u q D dqD d NŽ . Ž .T T T T T u
q D sqD s . 29Ž .Ž .T T
Ž . Ž . Ž .Eqs. 20 – 23 hold under assumptions 18 and
Ž .19 alone, independently of the actual value of N ;u
as the polarized and unpolarized distribution func-
tions are well known and several sets are available in
Ž . Ž .the literature, we can exploit Eqs. 20 and 21 to
obtain:
ˆ Ž0,q. Žq,0.S A P y DSrS PŽ .L L z z
N sy 30Ž .u Ž0 ,q. Žq,0.ˆU A P y DUrU PŽ .L L z z
and
DD zŽ .Lr s
D zŽ .Lr q
Žq,0. ˆ Ž0,q.Q 1 DUrU P yA PŽ . z L L z
s , 31Ž .ˆS DUrU y DSrSŽ . Ž .AL L
where we have defined
U'4 uqu q dqd , S'sqs ,Ž . Ž .
DU'4 DuqDu q DdqDd ,Ž . Ž .
DS'DsqDs . 32Ž .
Ž . Ž .Eqs. 22 and 23 can then be used to predict –
Ž . Ž .within the general assumptions 18 and 19 – the
following interesting relations between polarization
observables:
P Žq,0."P Ž0,q.z zŽq," .P s 33Ž .z ˆ1" DQrQ AŽ . L L
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and
Ž0,q. ˆ Žq,0.P y DQrQ A PŽ .z L L zŽq,q. Žq,y.P yP s2 .z z 2ˆ1y DQrQ AŽ . L L
34Ž .
Notice that in the small y region, due to the
Ž .elementary dynamics, see Eq. 15 , one has:
P Žq,0.,0 , P Žq," .,"P Ž0,q. y<1 . 35Ž . Ž .z z z
Ž .In the large y region instead, again from Eq. 15
and from the fact that large y implies small x, where
Ž . Ž . XŽ . XŽ .Q x 4DQ x and Q x 4DQ x , we expect:
P Žq,q.,P Žq,y.,P Žq,0. y,1 . 36Ž . Ž .z z z
We conclude this Section by reminding that we
0 0have derived our results for LsL qL , which
Ž .allows assumption 18 concerning q and q frag-
Ž . Ž .mentation functions. However, Eqs. 20 – 23 and
Ž . 028 hold identical also for single L production,
provided one neglects the fragmentation function of
0a q into L , i.e. one neglects all q terms in Eqs.
0Ž . Ž . Ž .24 – 27 and 29 . Anyway, the production of L ,
in l p processes is strongly suppressed by the lim-
ited amount of initial q, unless one considers very
small x values.
4. Numerical estimates
We give now some numerical estimates of Eqs.
Ž . Ž . Ž .20 – 23 and 28 ; we use the sets of unpolarized
and polarized fragmentation functions introduced and
w xdiscussed by the authors of Ref. 3 : together with
Ž .Eqs. 18 , we use the expression for the unpolarized
fragmentation functions they obtained by fitting
q y 2 Ž .2e e ™L X data. At initial Q s0.23 GeVrc0
Ž . w xscale one has, from a leading order LO analysis 3 :
1.832 0.23D z ,Q s0.63 z 1yz . 37Ž . Ž .Ž .Lr q 0
The polarized fragmentation functions are as-
w x Ž .sumed 3 to be of the initial form 19 , with:
DD z ,Q2 sz aD z ,Q2 . 38Ž .Ž . Ž .Lr s 0 L r q 0
Leading order QCD evolution is consistently taken
into account in our numerical computations 1. Next
to leading order contributions to the L polarization
w xhave been shown to be tiny 3 and we neglect them.
Ž .The parameter N defined in Eq. 19 , has beenu
chosen according to three different scenarios typical
of a wide range of plausible models, and the corre-
Ž .sponding remaining parameter a of Eq. 38 has
been fixed by fitting the few LEP data on L polar-
w xization, with the results 3 :
1. N s0, as0.62. This scenario corresponds tou
Ž .SU 6 nonrelativistic quark model, according to
which the whole L spin is carried by the s quark.
2. N sy0.2, as0.27. Such value of N is sug-u u
w x Ž .gested in Ref. 12 , based on a SU 3 flavour
symmetry analysis and on data on the first mo-
ment of g p.1
3. N s1, as1.66. A scenario in which, contraryu
to the nonrelativistic models, all light quarks con-
tribute equally to the L polarization.
The unpolarized and polarized distribution func-
w x w xtions are taken respectively from Refs. 13 and 14 .
We have explicitly checked that a different choice of
unpolarized and polarized distribution functions, like
w x w xthose of Refs. 15 and 16 , can change significantly
Ž . Žthe numerical values of P L but not their qualita-i
.tive behaviour only for xR0.3.
Ž0,SN . Ž .A computation of P , Eq. 28 , requires they
knowledge of the quark transversely polarized distri-
butions, D q or h , and of the transversely polar-T 1q
ized fragmentation functions, D D, which are notT
known. In order to give an estimate we fix D q forT
w xu and d quarks by saturating the Soffer’s bound 17
Ž .assuming the same signs for D q and Dq :T
1 1
D us uqDu , D dsy dqDd . 39Ž . Ž . Ž .T T2 2
Ž .All other transverse distributions D q and D s areT T
neglected here and we also assume D D sT L r s
DD .Lr s
A sample of typical results is presented in Figs.
Ž .21–4, for HERMES kinematics, ss52.4 GeV and
2 Ž .2Q R1 GeVrc .
Ø In Fig. 1a we plot P Ž0,q. – at fixed xs0.1 andz
zs0.5 values – as a function of y, for each of
1 We are very grateful to D. de Florian, M. Stratmann and W.
Vogelsang for providing us with their FORTRAN package for
unpolarized and polarized fragmentation functions.
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Fig. 1. P Ž0,q. and P Žq,0. as a function of y at fixed values of xs0.1 and zs0.5, for the three different scenarios.z z
Ž0,q. Ž .the three scenarios; P , Eq. 20 , can dependz
on y only via the Q2-evolution and indeed the
three curves show an almost flat behaviour. The
three scenarios yield quite different results. The
minimum value of y is given by y smin
2 Ž .Q r xs ,0.19.min
Fig. 2. P Žq,q. and P Žq,y. as a function of y at fixed values of zs0.5 for the three different scenarios. The upper plots correspond to fixedz z
xs0.1 and the lower plots to xs0.3.
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Ž0,q. Žq,0. Žq,q. Žq,y. 2 Ž .2Fig. 3. P , P , P and P as a function of x at fixed values of Q s1.7 GeVrc and zs0.5, for the three differentz z z z
scenarios.
The same plot for P Žq,0. is presented in Fig. 1b;z
the y-dependence is essentially due to the factor
ˆ XŽ . Ž .A in Eq. 21 ; scenario 3, which assumes Q xL L
Ž . Ž .sQ x , together with Eq. 38 in which we
Ž . Ž0,SN . Ž . Ž0,SN . 2 Ž .2Fig. 4. a , P as a function of y at fixed xs0.1 and zs0.5; b , P as a function of x at fixed Q s1.7 GeVrc and zs0.5.y y
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2 Žneglect the mild Q -evolution taken into account
.in our numerical computations , gives a particu-
larly simple result:
Žq,0. 1.66 ˆP ,z A . 40Ž .z L L
Ø P Žq,q. and P Žq,y., again as functions of y atz z
fixed xs0.1 and zs0.5 values, are shown in
Figs. 2a and 2b respectively. At large y™1
Ž .values Eq. 36 is satisfied. The small y™0
behaviour cannot be seen with xs0.1; in Fig. 2c
and 2d we plot respectively P Žq,q. and P Žq,y.,z z
changing the x value to xs0.3 and keeping
zs0.5. The allowed minimum value of y is now
Ž .0.06 and we have checked that Eq. 35 is indeed
Ž Ž0,q.obeyed by comparing with P as a functionz
.of y at xs0.3 and zs0.5, not shown in Fig. 1 ;
the change in sign of P Žq,y. is particularly inter-z
esting.
Ø In Figs. 3a–3d we show respectively P Ž0,q.,z
P Žq,0., P Žq,q. and P Žq,y., at fixed values ofz z z
2 Ž .2Q s1.7 GeVrc and zs0.5, as functions of
x. At fixed Q2, y decreases with increasing x –
and viceversa – and this explains why relations
Ž . Ž .35 and 36 hold respectively when x™1 and
x™0. Once more, the three different scenarios
give very different results. Using different sets of
w x w xpolarized distribution functions, like 15 or 16
w xinstead of 14 , gives almost identical results for
Ž .xQ0.3 and larger in magnitude results for xR
Ž Žq,0.0.3 of course, P is not affected at all by az
.change in Dq .
Ž0,SN . Ž .Ø In Fig. 4a we plot P , Eq. 28 , at fixedy
xs0.1 and zs0.5 values, as a function of y for
all scenarios; the y dependence is almost entirely
ˆ Ž0,SN .Ž .given by D , Eq. 16 , and indeed P ™0NN y
when y™1. Notice the opposite y behaviour of
P Žq,0. and P Ž0,SN . due to the opposite behavior ofz y
ˆ ˆA and D .L L NN
In Fig. 4b P Ž0,SN . is plotted as a function of x aty
2 Ž .2fixed Q s1.7 GeVrc and zs0.5.
Ž .Ø In general one finds very small values of P Li
in scenario 1, negative values in scenario 2 and
positive ones in scenario 3. This can easily be
understood by the different values of N in theu
three scenarios, which assign respectively zero,
negative, and positive contributions to u and d
quarks, which dominate in the proton. Experimen-
tal measurements can easily discriminate between
them.
w xØ Recently HERMES Collaboration 18 have pub-
lished a single experimental measurement of
Žq,0. ˆP rA , as a function of z and this seems toz L L
w xfavour the scenario 1 prediction of Ref. 3 , al-
though errors and uncertainties are still too large
to draw any reliable conclusions. Similarly, two
Žq,0.Ž .values of P z published by the E665 Col-z
w xlaboration 19 still have much too large errors.
5. Conclusions
The study of the angular distribution of the L™
pp decay allows a simple and direct measurement of
the components of the L polarization vector. For
L’s produced in the current fragmentation region in
DIS processes, the component of the polarization
vector are related to spin properties of the quark
inside the nucleon, to spin properties of the quark
hadronization, and to spin dynamics of the elemen-
tary interactions. All this information, concerning
quark distribution functions, quark fragmentation
functions and spin properties of elementary dynam-
ics are essentially factorized and separated as de-
pending on three different variables, respectively x,
z and y. The Q2-evolution and dependence of distri-
bution and fragmentation functions somewhat mix
the three variables, but smoothly, keeping separated
the main properties of each of the different aspects
of the process. Moreover, such Q2 dependence is
perturbatively well known and under control.
We have discussed all different polarization states
of baryons, obtainable in the fragmentation of a
quark in DIS with polarized initial leptons and nucle-
Ž . Ž .ons, Eqs. 10 – 14 , showing how they can reveal
different quark features, weighted and shaped by
elementary dynamics.
Adopting a simplifying – although rather general
and representative of many possible choices – as-
sumption about the quark fragmentation functions
w xinto a L 3 , we are able to extract from measure-
ments further information on the quark fragmenta-
Ž . Ž .tion process, Eqs. 30 and 31 , and to predict
( )M. Anselmino et al.rPhysics Letters B 481 2000 253–262262
relations among polarization states induced by differ-
Ž . Ž .ent initial spin configurations, Eqs. 33 and 34 .
Numerical estimates are given in Figs. 1–4, ac-
w xcording to three largely different scenarios 3 for
fragmentation functions; each scenario has physical
motivations and yields qualitatively different results:
compatible with zero, large and negative, large and
positive. Such results are stable against different
choices of the polarized and unpolarized distribution
functions, so that experimental information should
immediately allow to draw clear conclusions and to
learn about quark fragmentation properties.
The elementary dynamics fixes the small or large
x or y behaviour of some of the polarization compo-
nents; although expected, such behaviours should
indeed be checked, as an independent and nontrivial
Ž .test of the QCD factorization scheme of Eq. 1 ; such
a scheme has been widely used and tested for the
computation of semi-inclusive unpolarized cross-sec-
tions, but not for more subtle spin observables.
We think that our comparative and comprehensive
discussion of all possible L polarization measure-
ments in polarized DIS is useful and can lead to a
new and clear strategy which allows to obtain novel
information.
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